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Purpose: To retrospectively evaluate whether microcalcification de-
scriptors and the categorization of microcalcification de-
scriptors in the Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System
(BI-RADS) 4th edition help stratify the risk of malignancy,
by using biopsy and clinical follow-up as reference stan-
dards.

Materials and
Methods:

The institutional review board approved this HIPAA-com-
pliant study and waived informed consent. The study in-
cluded 115 women (age range, 26–82 years; mean age,
55.8 years � 10.5 [standard deviation]) who consecutively
underwent image-guided biopsy of microcalcifications be-
tween November 2001 and October 2002. Screening and
diagnostic mammograms (including magnification views)
obtained before biopsy were analyzed in a blinded manner
by a subspecialty-trained breast imager who recorded BI-
RADS descriptors on a checklist. The proportion of malig-
nant cases was used as the outcome variable to evaluate
the ability of the descriptors to help capture the risk of
malignancy. Fisher exact test was used to calculate the
difference among the individual descriptors and descriptor
categories.

Results: The positive predictive value of biopsy for malignancy was
21.7%. Each calcification morphologic descriptor was able
to help stratify the probability of malignancy as follows:
coarse heterogeneous, one (7%) of 14; amorphous, four
(13%) of 30; fine pleomorphic, 10 (29%) of 34; and fine
linear, 10 (53%) of 19. Fisher exact test results revealed a
significant difference among these descriptor categories
(P � .005). Significant differences among the risks sug-
gested by microcalcification distribution descriptors (P �
.004) and between that of stability descriptors (P � .001)
were found.

Conclusion: The microcalcification descriptors and categories in BI-
RADS 4th edition help predict the risk of malignancy for
suspicious microcalcifications.
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The Breast Imaging Reporting and
Data System (BI-RADS) has stan-
dardized the description and man-

agement of findings identified on mam-
mograms, thereby facilitating communi-
cation between radiologists and referring
physicians. Each descriptor signifies im-
portant features of mammographic ab-
normalities that convey the radiologist’s
level of suspicion. The standardized eval-
uation of findings with predictive terms
enables stratification of patient risk to
guide management decisions. For exam-
ple, BI-RADS category 3 (“probably be-
nign”) represents a standardized constel-
lation of findings associated with an esti-
mated low risk of malignancy (� 2%),
which enables management that is less
invasive than biopsy but more aggressive
than routine follow-up as the standard of
care (1–4). Authors of the BI-RADS lexi-
con also have divided microcalcification
morphologic descriptors into the follow-
ing designated categories that predict
benignity or malignancy: (a) typically
benign, (b) intermediate concern, and
(c) higher probability of malignancy
(5,6). Although the probably benign
category is used in large prospective
studies, the categorization of micro-
calcification descriptors in BI-RADS is
based on a combination of published
research and the opinion of the panel
of specialists who developed the lexi-
con (7–11).

In the past, authors of BI-RADS
have used clinical research to drive the
evolution of the lexicon. For example,
amorphous microcalcifications have a
20% probability of malignancy, which
supports the placement of amorphous
microcalcifications in the category of in-
termediate concern (7). Investigators
have identified weaknesses in the lexi-
con to prompt change. For example, in
a study of interobserver variability of
BI-RADS usage (12), microcalcification
descriptors were the most difficult to
apply consistently between readers.

Furthermore, results of a large retro-
spective review (9) of biopsies indicated
that two-thirds of all microcalcifications
sampled for biopsy were described as
pleomorphic—a descriptor that encom-
passes “a broad spectrum of calcifica-
tion lesions.”

In response, the BI-RADS 4th edi-
tion, which was published in 2003 (6),
provided refined microcalcification de-
scriptors by dividing the former pleo-
morphic descriptor into two descrip-
tors—coarse heterogeneous and fine
pleomorphic (Fig 1). Coarse heteroge-
neous microcalcifications (Fig 2) are “ir-
regular, conspicuous calcifications that
are generally larger than 0.5 mm” and
are considered to be of intermediate
concern, along with amorphous micro-
calcifications (6). Fine pleomorphic mi-
crocalcifications (Fig 3) “vary in sizes
and shapes...usually less than 0.5 mm
in diameter” and are considered to be of
higher probability of malignancy, along
with fine linear microcalcifications (6).
The purpose of our study was to retro-
spectively evaluate whether microcalci-
fication descriptors and the categoriza-
tion of microcalcification descriptors in
the BI-RADS 4th edition help stratify
the risk of malignancy by using biopsy
and clinical follow-up as reference stan-
dards.

Materials and Methods

Patients
The institutional review board at the
University of Wisconsin approved this
study and waived the requirement for
informed consent. This study was also
Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act compliant. Our study
included results of 115 image-guided bi-
opsies performed in 115 women be-
tween November 2001 and October
2002 for microcalcifications deemed
suspicious by radiologists. The women
were 26–82 years of age (mean age,
55.8 years � 10.5 [standard devia-
tion]). Results of 11-gauge stereotactic
biopsies and needle localizations per-
formed for diagnosis were included.
Our exclusion criteria were as follows:
(a) patient’s images were not available

for review, (b) calcifications were not
identified in the histologic specimen,
and (c) mammographic or clinical fol-
low-up of at least 12 months was not
performed after biopsy. The first two
criteria ensured accurate characteriza-
tion of the microcalcifications and ap-
propriate correlation with the histologic
findings for each abnormality. The third
criterion allowed follow-up evaluation
to recognize misclassification at biopsy.
Of 131 consecutive patients (131 biop-
sies), 16 were excluded (images were
unavailable for 11 patients, calcifica-
tions were not identified in the histo-
logic specimen for three patients, and
follow-up was not performed in two pa-
tients), which resulted in the final group
of 115.

Imaging and Evaluation
All mammographic examinations were
performed with dedicated machines. An-
alog mammographic examinations were
performed with one of two units (DMR,
GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wis;
M-IV, Lorad, Danbury, Conn) and with
a screen-film technique (Min-R 2000;
Kodak Health Imaging, Rochester, NY).
Digital mammograms were acquired by
using a system with a cesium iodide–
amorphous silicon detector (Senographe
2000D; GE Medical Systems). Digital
mammograms were printed (DryView
8610 printer and DVB film; Kodak Health
Imaging) to be analyzed alongside analog
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images at the blinded hard-copy reading.
Each mammographic examination was
monitored for optimal exposure, con-
trast, and positioning at processing.

Screening and diagnostic mammo-
grams obtained prior to biopsy were
retrospectively analyzed in a blinded
manner by a subspecialty-trained breast
imager (E.S.B., 5 years of breast imag-
ing experience), who recorded BI-
RADS descriptors on a checklist. Both
screening views (craniocaudal and me-
diolateral oblique) were evaluated, and
diagnostic magnification views and a
true lateral view (either with or without
magnification) were also evaluated.
Only images obtained prior to biopsy
were available to the interpreting radi-
ologist. Biopsy specimen radiographs
and follow-up images were not avail-
able. Data were entered into a research
database by using a Web-based inter-
face.

For morphologic and distribution
descriptors, the BI-RADS 4th edition
lexicon was used to guide the radiologist
during image evaluation. Because stabil-
ity descriptors are not officially included
in the lexicon (but nonetheless are
widely used), a list with the terms sta-
ble, increasing, decreasing, and un-
known was used by the radiologist. The
descriptor unknown was used if the pa-
tient did not have prior images or the
quality of or positioning at prior exami-
nations precluded evaluation of stabil-
ity. When available, the most recent
prior study was reviewed. The majority

of these microcalcifications were de-
tected at screening mammography;
therefore, prior studies used for com-
parison had usually been performed 1
year or more prior to the study of inter-
est.

The interpreting radiologist was al-
lowed to use more than one descriptor
from each descriptor class to describe
the findings at mammography. Specifi-
cally, the reading radiologist could select
multiple terms from the morphologic de-
scriptors (coarse heterogeneous, amor-
phous, fine pleomorphic, and fine linear),
the distribution descriptors (scattered,
regional, clustered, segmental, and linear
ductal), and/or the stability descriptors
(stable, increasing, decreasing, and un-
known). If more than one descriptor from
a descriptor class was assigned to a single
finding, we used the most suspicious de-
scriptor in our analysis for two reasons.
First, we wanted to avoid double-count-
ing lesions to preserve the independence
of descriptor groups for statistical testing.
Second, according to BI-RADS, manage-
ment decisions should be based on the
most suspicious descriptor assigned to
the mammographic finding of concern.

Study End Points
Pathologic findings at the patient’s de-
finitive surgical intervention served as
the reference standard for malignant le-
sions. We considered lumpectomy with
established negative margins or mastec-
tomy to be the patient’s definitive surgi-
cal intervention to avoid the possibility

of sampling error at percutaneous bi-
opsy. Although it is possible that a ma-
lignancy may be removed completely at
percutaneous biopsy and result in be-
nign pathologic findings at lumpectomy,
this did not occur in our study. For be-
nign lesions, clinical follow-up was ac-

Figure 1

Figure 1: Illustration of revision of microcalcification morphologic descriptors from BI-RADS 3rd edition
to 4th edition. Pleomorphic microcalcifications were further divided into coarse heterogeneous (in intermedi-
ate concern category) and fine pleomorphic (in higher probability of malignancy category).

Figure 2

Figure 2: Magnification mammogram in 53-
year-old woman with cluster of coarse heteroge-
neous microcalcifications in left breast. Pathologic
findings at 11-gauge stereotactic biopsy revealed
intraductal papilloma associated with benign
calcifications.

Figure 3

Figure 3: Magnification mammogram in 57-
year-old woman with cluster of fine pleomorphic
microcalcifications in right breast. Pathologic
findings at 11-gauge stereotactic biopsy and sub-
sequent lumpectomy revealed nuclear grade 2
cribriform ductal carcinoma in situ with necrosis
and intraductal calcifications and 1-mm tubular
carcinoma.
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complished by using either imaging
and/or medical records to determine
whether a patient had developed breast
cancer at or adjacent to the biopsy site
within 1 year of a benign biopsy result.
We used a 12-month follow-up as our
reference standard because it has been
recommended in mammographic prac-
tice audits as a sufficient interval to
identify false-negative findings (6). Be-
cause the lesions included in this study
may represent very early breast cancer,
we performed additional follow-up
when possible. Ten women who did not
undergo mammographic follow-up un-
derwent clinical follow-up ranging from
12 to 50 months (mean, 33.9 months �
13.2). Seven women who did not un-
dergo clinical follow-up underwent
mammographic follow-up ranging from
12 to 43 months (mean, 24.9 months �
13.7). Overall, mammographic (mean,
30.6 months � 13.7) and clinical fol-
low-up (mean, 35.3 months � 13.7) of
the 90 patients with benign lesions aver-
aged far more than the 12-month inter-
val recommended to ensure benignity.

Statistical Analysis
We used software (S-PLUS, version 6.2,
Insightful, Seattle, Wash; R, version
2.1.1, R Foundation for Statistical Com-
puting, Vienna, Austria) for statistical
analysis. The Fisher exact test was used
to calculate the difference among the
descriptor groups with respect to the
risk of malignancy; the proportion of
malignant cases was the dependent

variable. A P value of less than .05 was
considered to indicate a statistically sig-
nificant difference. Post hoc analyses
were used to explain significant results
from the Fisher exact test, including
odds ratios and 95% confidence inter-
vals (CIs), for pairwise comparisons of
descriptor groups, which were derived
by using either asymptotic methods (S-
PLUS) or exact methods (R). Pairwise
odds ratios were considered to indicate
a statistically significant difference if the
95% CI for the odds ratio excluded 1.
All analyses were based on a single ob-
servation per patient so that the usual
assumption of independent data was
satisfied.

Results

Microcalcification Results
Of the 115 lesions, 25 were malignant
and 90 were benign, which makes the
overall positive predictive value (PPV)
of biopsy for malignancy 21.7%. A total
of 26 abnormalities were assessed with
a single microcalcification descriptor.
The remaining 89 cases were assigned
two or more descriptors, in which case
the most suspicious was used in our
analysis.

Morphologic Descriptors
Each of the microcalcification morpho-
logic descriptors further stratified the
probability of malignancy as follows:
coarse heterogeneous, one (7%) of 14;

amorphous, four (13%) of 30; fine pleo-
morphic, 10 (29%) of 34; and fine lin-
ear, 10 (53%) of 19 (Table 1). Eighteen
cases were described as typically be-
nign, specifically with the following
terms: round (n � 7), punctate (n � 7),
round and punctate (n � 1), round and
milk of calcium (n � 1), rodlike (n � 1),
and dystrophic (n � 1). None of these
cases assessed as typically benign were
malignant. Results of the Fisher exact
test revealed a statistically significant
difference among the morphologic de-
scriptors (P � .005). The odds ratios of
malignancy were 0.07 (95% CI: 0.01,
0.69) for coarse heterogeneous versus
fine linear, 0.14 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.66)
for amorphous versus fine linear, 0.37
(95% CI: 0.09, 1.34) for fine pleomor-
phic versus fine linear, and 0 (95% CI:
0, 0.32) for typically benign versus fine
linear. Results of this analysis suggest
that the fine linear descriptor, used as a
base case, indicates a significantly in-
creased risk of malignancy (95% CI for
odds ratios excludes 1) compared with
that of coarse heterogeneous, amor-
phous, and typically benign descriptors.

Categorization of Morphologic
Descriptors
The probability of malignancy (Table 2)
was five (11%) of 44 in the intermediate
concern category and 20 (38%) of 53 in
the higher probability of malignancy
category, which was a statistically sig-
nificant difference (P � .002). The odds
ratio of malignancy was 4.69 (95% CI:

Table 1

Rate of Malignancy and High-Risk Microcalcifications in 115 Women according to Morphologic Descriptors

Descriptor
Total No. of
Microcalcifications

No. of Invasive
Cancers

No. of Ductal
Carcinomas in Situ

No. of High-Risk
Lesions*

Total No. of
Lesions†

Typically benign‡ 18 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
Coarse heterogeneous 14 0 (0) 1 (7) 0 (0) 1 (7)
Amorphous 30 2 (7) 2 (7) 4 (13) 4 (13)
Fine pleomorphic 34 5 (15) 5 (15) 1 (3) 10 (29)
Fine linear 19 6 (32) 4 (21) 1 (5) 10 (53)

Total 115 13 (11.3) 12 (10.4) 6 (5.2) 25 (21.7)

Note.—Numbers in parentheses are percentages.

* High-risk lesions included four cases of atypical ductal hyperplasia and two cases of lobular carcinoma in situ. High-risk lesions were considered benign for analysis.
† Percentages calculated by using the number of invasive cancers and ductal carcinomas in situ malignancies divided by the total number of cases for each morphologic descriptor.
‡ Includes round, punctate, dystrophic, milk of calcium, and rodlike microcalcifications.
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1.48, 17.65) for microcalcifications with
a higher probability of malignancy; this
suggests a significant increase in breast
cancer risk compared with that for mi-
crocalcifications of intermediate con-
cern.

Distribution Descriptors
The distribution descriptors were also
highly predictive of malignancy (Table
3). The risk of breast cancer increased
progressively from diffuse (scattered or
regional) to focal (clustered) to ductal
(segmental or linear ductal) in distribu-
tion. None of the more diffuse calcifica-
tions were malignant. The differences
among these descriptors were also sta-
tistically significant (P � .004). The
odds ratios of malignancy were 3.26
(95% CI: 0.45, 18.76) for segmental
versus clustered microcalcifications, 0
(95% CI: 0, 9.01) for regional versus
clustered microcalcifications, 10.86
(95% CI: 2.43, 54.37) for linear ductal
versus clustered microcalcifications,
and 0 (95% CI: 0, 213.79) for scattered
versus clustered microcalcifications.
The CI for linear ductal versus clustered
microcalcifications excludes 1, and this
indicates a statistically significant differ-
ence.

Stability Descriptors
The stability descriptors also stratified
the risk of malignancy in these patients
(Table 4). Increasing microcalcifications
were associated with the highest risk of
malignancy (32%), followed by micro-
calcifications for which stability was un-
known (13%) (P � .001). We did not
see any cases of malignancy that had
stable microcalcifications. No decreas-
ing microcalcifications were identified in
our study population. The odds ratio of
malignancy for increasing versus stable
microcalcifications was infinity (95% CI:
2.42, infinity), which suggests that in-
creasing microcalcifications are strongly
predictive of malignancy.

Combination of Descriptors
We determined the rate of malignancy
by using a combination of descriptors
(Figs 4, 5; Tables 3, 4). We did not
perform statistical testing on these com-
bined descriptors. Although these rates

are of interest for future investigation,
the numbers in our study are insuffi-
cient to formally analyze these interac-
tions statistically.

Discussion

In this study, we found that the descrip-
tors in the BI-RADS 4th edition can help
predict the risk of malignancy for micro-
calcifications detected at mammography.
The microcalcification morphologic de-
scriptors—coarse heterogeneous, amor-
phous, fine pleomorphic, and fine linear—
have a progressively increasing risk of
malignancy. In addition, our data support
the current categorization of microcalcifi-
cation morphologic descriptors into inter-
mediate concern and higher probability of
malignancy categories.

It is not surprising that BI-RADS de-
scriptors help stratify risk, considering
that initial studies provided terms that
were most predictive of malignancy
(10,11). The BI-RADS lexicon was cre-
ated and has evolved to help capture
predictive mammographic descriptors
in a standardized manner (5,6). Ac-
cording to results of prior research (9),
the microcalcification descriptors in the
BI-RADS 3rd edition stratified the risk
of malignancy as follows: amorphous,
26%; pleomorphic, 41%; and fine linear,
81%. However, a flaw in the lexicon be-
came evident when these researchers re-
alized that a large proportion of microcal-
cifications were described as pleomor-
phic. The probability of malignancy of
pleomorphic microcalcifications directly
mirrored the PPV of biopsy rather than
providing further stratification; the risk of

malignancy for pleomorphic microcalcifi-
cations was 41%, and the overall PPV of
biopsy was 42% (9). In essence, pleomor-
phic microcalcifications, despite their cat-
egorization as indicating a higher proba-
bility of malignancy, had a malignancy
risk similar to that of the entire biopsy
population. Similarly, in our study, if
coarse heterogeneous and fine pleomor-
phic microcalcifications were described
as pleomorphic, the risk of malignancy for
the pleomorphic cases would be 23% (11
malignancies of 48 total cases), which
closely parallels our overall PPV of
21.7%. The addition of coarse heteroge-
neous and fine pleomorphic divided the
previous pleomorphic descriptor into two
distinct groups that help better stratify
risk. The BI-RADS 4th edition provides
descriptors that help stratify microcalcifi-
cations into separate risk groups—each
distinct from the baseline malignancy risk
for all microcalcifications recommended
for biopsy—and appropriately designates
these descriptors into intermediate con-
cern and higher probability of malignancy
categories.

Although microcalcification distri-
bution descriptors are not divided into
specific risk categories in BI-RADS, we
find that they do help stratify the risk of
malignancy. Microcalcifications in a
ductal distribution (either segmental or
linear) are much more likely to be lo-
cated in contiguous terminal ductal lob-
ular units and thus to represent ductal
carcinoma in situ. Clustered microcalci-
fications represent an intermediate risk
for malignancy. Descriptors related to
diffuse microcalcifications (scattered or
regional) show a low likelihood of malig-

Table 2

Rate of Malignancy according to Microcalcification Categories for Suspicious
Findings

Microcalcification Morphologic
Category

Total No. of
Microcalcifications

No. of Benign
Microcalcifications

No. of Malignant
Microcalcifications

Intermediate concern* 44 39 (89) 5 (11)
Higher probability of malignancy† 53 33 (62) 20 (38)

Total 97 72 (74) 25 (26)

Note.—Numbers in parentheses are percentages.

* Includes coarse heterogeneous and amorphous microcalcifications.
† Includes fine pleomorphic and fine linear microcalcifications.
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nancy relating to the fact that these
microcalcifications arise in scattered
glands, lobules, or the stromal elements
of the breast and thus are more likely
benign. These results are similar to
those of previous work (9).

Descriptors assessing the stability of
microcalcifications were also highly pre-
dictive of malignancy in our study; a
large proportion of malignant cases ex-
hibited increasing microcalcifications.
Again, our results support a foregoing
investigation (13) that analyzes the pre-
dictive value of stability for microcalcifi-

cations. Stability descriptors are not in-
cluded in the BI-RADS lexicon but are
widely accepted to aid differentiation of
benign and malignant disease. Of note
in our study, all stable microcalcifica-
tions were benign. However, this find-
ing must be viewed with caution be-
cause of our limited sample size. Results
of previous research (13) document
that stability of microcalcifications is not
reliable for the exclusion of malignancy.

In our study, we analyzed the pre-
dictive abilities of BI-RADS microcalcifi-
cation descriptor classes (ie, morpho-

logic, distribution, and stability) in iso-
lation. In contrast to our study design,
combinations of BI-RADS descriptors
are routinely used in clinical practice to
characterize mammographic abnormal-
ities. In fact, the majority of abnormali-
ties in our study were described with
more than one descriptor. Although de-
ciding management on the basis of the
most suspicious descriptor is accepted
practice, the use of combined descrip-
tors may have a more powerful predic-
tive ability than that of isolated descrip-
tors. The BI-RADS 4th edition gives ra-

Figures 4, 5

Figure 4: Graph demonstrates probability of malignancy of abnormalities ac-
cording to combined morphologic and distribution descriptors. Pleo � pleomor-
phic, Heter � heterogeneous.

Figure 5: Graph demonstrates probability of malignancy of abnormalities
according to combined morphologic and stability descriptors. Pleo � pleomor-
phic, Heter � heterogeneous.

Table 3

Rate of Malignancy of Microcalcifications as Function of Distribution and Morphologic Descriptors

Distribution
Descriptor

Morphologic Descriptor

Linear
Fine
Pleomorphic Amorphous

Coarse
Heterogeneous

Typically
Benign Total

Linear ductal 6/7 (86) 2/3 (67) 0/1 (0) NA 0/1 (0) 8/12 (67)
Segmental NA 2/3 (67) 1/5 (20) NA NA 3/8 (38)
Clustered 4/11 (36) 6/27 (22) 3/24 (13) 1/14 (7) 0/14 (0) 14/90 (16)
Regional NA 0/1 (0) NA NA 0/3 (0) 0/4 (0)
Scattered 0/1 (0) NA NA NA NA 0/1 (0)

Total 10/19 (53) 10/34 (29) 4/30 (13) 1/14 (7) 0/18 (0) 25/115 (21.7)

Note.—Numbers are raw data, with percentages in parentheses. NA � not applicable.
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diologists the opportunity to categorize
suspicious mammographic abnormali-
ties into distinct risk groups by using
categories. BI-RADS categories 4A, 4B,
4C, and 5 represent increasing esti-
mates of the probability of malignancy
of suspicious findings primarily based
on the interpreting radiologist’s overall
impression of the findings. BI-RADS
provides little guidance on how to per-
form this classification accurately. Fur-
ther research with larger patient popu-
lations and formal statistical testing may
determine the ability of combined BI-
RADS 4th edition descriptors to predict
the risk of malignancy and determine
the appropriate BI-RADS category as-
signments in a more quantitative man-
ner.

That the BI-RADS 4th edition can
help stratify the risk of malignancy has
important clinical implications because
this information can contribute to physi-
cian-patient communication and shared
decision making. There is increasing in-
terest in shared decision making as it
relates to screening tests (14,15). Each
patient has a unique risk tolerance and
comorbidities to weigh when contem-
plating the decision to undergo breast
biopsy. A probability can be communi-
cated to patients so that they are better
informed about their own individual
risk. The availability of a probability of
malignancy would allow decisions to be
based on personal preference in the
context of discussions with radiologists,
referring physicians, and others.

There were limitations to our study.
First, our study was a retrospective
analysis with one radiologist and a lim-
ited number of patients, which poten-
tially limits the generalizability of our
results to results of studies of prospec-
tively assessed BI-RADS descriptors
throughout a diverse group of radiolo-
gists and patients. Second, our study
did not test the extent of interobserver
variability. It would be valuable to pro-
spectively test the predictive value of
BI-RADS 4th edition descriptors by us-
ing multiple radiologists in a larger pa-
tient population to inform authors of
future editions of the lexicon.

Third, because our study group con-
sisted of patients selected to undergo

breast biopsy for suspicious microcalci-
fications, it is possible that some pa-
tients with microcalcifications with sus-
picious descriptors were omitted from
our study because they were not re-
ferred to undergo biopsy. For example,
some cases of coarse heterogeneous mi-
crocalcifications (particularly multifo-
cal) may not have been recommended
to undergo biopsy and, consequently,
were omitted from this analysis. Al-
though further research is needed to
determine the global risk of microcalci-
fication descriptors in a screening popu-
lation, our research is valuable in that it
effectively informs us of the risk estima-
tion for the specific population of
women selected for biopsy. Finally, our
PPV was lower than that of previous
studies (7,9), a circumstance that may
limit the generalizability of our results
to results of other studies with a higher
PPV. Despite our low PPV, stratification
of malignancy risk based on descriptors
still occurred. In fact, the level of our
PPV appears to have uniformly lowered
the risk for each type of microcalcifica-
tion descriptor we investigated when
compared with previous work (7,9). It
is probable that further investigation
with larger patient populations will con-
firm that microcalcification descriptors
help stratify risk relative to the overall
PPV of biopsy. We are encouraged by
the preliminary results that demon-
strate that the 4th edition of the BI-
RADS lexicon is a useful tool in risk
stratification.

In conclusion, our research provides
clinical data regarding the intermediate
concern and higher probability of malig-

nancy categories in the BI-RADS 4th
edition for characterizing microcalcifi-
cation morphology. Furthermore, re-
sults of our work demonstrate that each
microcalcification descriptor in the new
BI-RADS lexicon can help stratify the
risk of malignancy in patients selected
to undergo breast biopsy. We believe
our results contribute additional clinical
evidence showing that the BI-RADS lex-
icon represents a powerful clinical tool
for mammographic reporting.
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